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About This Game

Alien Splatter Redux is all about those golden gaming days, where the only thing you knew was how to avoid homework and
play computer games. Remember destroying things that wanted to take over the world in true 8-bit fashion? Relive your golden

days in retro style with Alien Splatter Redux

Eight massive levels to conquer, each with it's own dangerous traps to dodge!

Huge end level bosses to completely destroy with your weapons

Actual 8-bit graphics, (with an included extra retro screen if it wasn't retro enough for you)

Listen along to a chiptuned soundtrack while blasting aliens to your hearts content

Extras and Steam Achievements to, umm unlock!
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Title: Alien Splatter Redux
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Sinclair Strange
Publisher:
Sinclair Strange
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Pentium 4 or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 30 MB available space

English
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This little visual novel, 'Banyu Lintar Angin', warmed my heart. You don't need diologue to understand the illustrations and I
prefer the simplicity.

The illustrations of the three siblings are very adorable as you see their memories living together. Even though it's short, I really
enjoyed this visual novel. The music and how well-put together the illustrations were, is amazing. I reccommend checking out
this special jem!. Edit: Changing to thumbs up, developers finally released a patch that addressed my major issue with the
game.. 10/10 fapped -ign. Quite an interesting GS game, Very different. The learning curve is a bit intrusive and is made worse
by how seemingly simple the UI is but I'll admit it. This game has a surprising amount of depth and doesnt require you to click
at the speed of sound like certain other games.. Amazing DLC! It's not just a reskin of the Formula Cars.

There are new gameplay options, like the ERS on the race, the tweak options on the cars are different, new rules, like the 3-part
qualifications, new drivers, mechanics, teams, and many more.

And the sound the cars make... THE SOUND... WHAT A DELICIOUS SOUND!

I loved it. I really hope they continue supporting the game like this, and bring us much more content!. I was sure I had already
reviewed this game..
Anyways, it's a complete bugged mess.
I'm not complaining (yeah just a little bit in the end XD) about the promises the developers made months ago (like trading
cards, never implemented, nor any other kind of upgrade) but just on the actual game, which has never been on early access.
Fortunately there's an awesome guide here on Steam on how to get every achievement, 'cos there are more than 4000 of them..
The game is made up by three rooms (one of which is kinda secret) and lots of books, every one of them dedicated to a single
animal. It's a basic quiz game, four answers for every question and nothing more.
The achievements unlock mainly by clicking nonsense things on the walls or the floor and such, like flags books pins papers
flyers and so on.
I know that given the number of the achievements and the low price, 1\u20ac, this could be nice but really, to me has been
painful to play.
It's completely bugged, full of lag and crash, even on a good PC (I mean, I can run every modern JRPG and I have issues with
this?), the graphics are less than minimalistic since everything is in 2D, it really seems that no effort of any kind has been made
to at least improve a little bit the graphical compartment.
Of course, the core of the game are the animal quizs so probably this can be enjoyed if you like animals; I don't like animals but
I love puzzle\/logic games of every category so I thought to have something more interesting and challenging on my hands. Here
you're provided with animal facts (of course you can find everything by searching deer or chicken on Google..) and there are no
difficulties or issues if you go wrong or such, you can just replay the same book with the same five question over and over
again.
I know that this game has lots of positive reviews so I'm trying to explain at my best my reasons.
To me, this hasn't proven educational at all. And for children too, due to the lag and to the stupid system; I mean, it's nice to
have dozens of books dedicated to each animal you can think about, but they provide the same five questions and even if you
answer wrong you 1- get the achievements 2- can restart with the same answers in the same four positions they had before.. so
there's no real challenge, it's more (if you want to do everything right) a question of learning the correct position in the book of
the right answer..
There are lots of errors in the vocabulary, grammar and lexical fields - since this game is available only in English and Russian I
suppose the developers are Russians - and nothing has ever been fixed.
Moreover, you can't track down your progress and keep an eye on your achievements: no completed book will ever be marked
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since as I said many times, you can do them over and over and it does not matter if you give a wrong or right answer.
If this game doesn't get a complete renewal\/renovation well, it isn't educational at all and it's frustrating due to errors and game
lag\/crashes, so it's worthy only for the achievements - and since it's been months it's out and no trading cards or such has been
added, I think this will never get a proper renovation.
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This game is a lot of fun. Art style, sound track amazing. Levels get challenging fast, and new stuff keeps getting introduced.
Multiplayer is pretty fun, I mean you can deathmatch. I've spent numerous hours on just simple levels just trying to find
shortcuts to get those extra few seconds to place in the leaderboards.
Good buy, especially when you have friends to compete with.. Did you hear about the new blonde paint?

It's not real bright, but its cheap, and spreads easy.. This game may look kind of short at first, but it doesn't really get fun until
you win and unlock Nightcore mode. I swear, this game is insane when you actually get the ball rolling. Definately worth my
time and money. Has at least 50 more hours for me to sink into. Getting gud at this game and learning all of the intricate timings
of jumps and slides in various encounters is really fun.. I am still unable to get this to work I can hear it running in the
background but I can\u2019t see a picture of anything. I am running Windows 10.
When I first installed it it would run a little bit but it was very jerky and now when I try to play it I can hear it running in the
background but it\u2019s not visible on the screen.
Please help.
Mack. Wow this is terrible. I am such a huge Neil Gaiman fan that even when I read other reviews marking this as terrible I
bought it anyway. I'm not sure what happened here. How did they make such an insufferable game? I made it through exactly 17
painful minutes of repeatedly clicking on the same highlighted ghostable items in a room listening to the same annoying sound
effects over and over in order to slowly fill up a scare bar made of skulls so that it would beat that level before utterly giving up
on this game. I wish steam had a refund policy. This could have been a sandwich or a terry pratchett novel. I wasted this $10.
Don't do like I did. You could just open a screenshot of the game, put on a halloween music playlist, and click on one spot of the
image for 10 minutes and imagine yourself to have beat that level instead of playing this game. It would be as interesting and
less annoying.. Legit trash.jpg 1/10 would not recommend i played this game for about 5 seconds and realized it was trash wish i
had returned it when the return policy came out but forgot it was in my game list
. Awsome route! Runs nice and smooth worth every penny. Now lets start making more routes on the same line working our way
up to Paris.
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